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A bstract

Passivity Preserving M odel R eduction via  
Interpolation of Spectral Zeros: Selection Criteria  

and Im plem entation

by

Hung Dinh Nong

This thesis presents spectral zero selection criteria for a rigorous theory on passivity 

preserving model reduction via interpolation of spectral zeros. For linear time in

variant systems in circuit simulation, passivity implies stability, and hence need be 

preserved during model reduction. Sorensen [19] presents an algorithm that constructs 

passive reduced models which are much less expensive to simulate than the originals. 

The algorithm transforms the model reduction problem into a highly-structured gen

eralized eigenvalue problem whose generalized eigenvalues are the spectral zeros of the 

original model. The reduced models constructed by interpolating the spectral zeros 

are passive and hence stable. This thesis first introduces spectral zero selection crite

ria for which the reduced model resulting from interpolation is a good approximation 

to the original. The physical interpretation for the criteria is presented. Second, by 

modifying the selection criteria, an algorithm of two-stage reduction is formulated to 

handle large-scale systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with linear time invariant (LTI) systems which result from a 

variety of fields, especially in circuit simulation. This thesis proposes criteria on the 

selection of spectral zeros for passivity preserving model reduction via interpolation 

of spectral zeros. Using these criteria, reduced models resulting from model reduction 

are numerically shown to be good approximations to original systems. In addition, 

based on numerical demonstrations, an algorithm is developed for model reduction of 

large-scale LTI systems.

This chapter will introduce and motivate model order reduction. Next, passivity 

preserving model reduction for LTI systems is presented as the problem of interest 

since passivity is an essential feature of LTI systems in circuit simulation. The chapter 

will conclude with a description of the organization of the thesis.

1.1 M otivation to  M odel R eduction

Demands of accuracy in results (such as in weather prediction or in chemical reactions) 

and of speed in performance (such as in electronic devices) result in complex and

1
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sophisticated physical models, which are very large in size. Take for example a wave 

surge forecast in the North Sea. Figure 1.1 shows the depth of the sea at various 

locations. Since part of the Netherlands is below the sea level, it is important to 

monitor and predict wave surges at river openings. In addition, warnings are expected 

to be issued at least six hours ahead to provide enough time for necessary preparations 

(Verlaan et al. [24]).

■aeptn

m

Figure 1.1: Wave surge forecast in the North Sea. Wave propagation in shallow sea is described 
by shallow water equations. The resulting mathematical model has 60, 000 equations and requires 
more than two days of compulational complexity (Obtained from Verlaan [23]).

In this problem, wave propagation in the shallow sea is described by the shallow 

water equations. With a finite element discretization, the resulting mathematical 

model has approximately 60, 000 equations and requires more than two days of com

putation to return the results on how the sea level responds to the current input data 

(Verlaan [23] and Heernink et al. [7]). These kinds of computational complexity and 

time demands are due to a lack of computational accuracy and storage capability of
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the current technology (1998-2000).

Imagine an even more demanding situation in which a certain simulation is ex

pected to produce results dynamically (in real-time simulation), i.e., the output of 

the dynamical system is part of the input and thus will take part in calibrating the 

entire dynamics of the system. Then the computational complexity and time in this 

case need to be reduced significantly for the simulation to take place.

Model reduction has come to the rescue because reduction algorithms result in 

much smaller-sized and less complex models so that the results returned from the 

computation of these models are obtained in reasonable computational complexity 

and time. In principle, the reduced models represent the original systems to a certain 

prescribed threshold of error and capture their essential features.

As mentioned earlier, this thesis is concerned with LTI systems which result from 

a variety of fields, especially in circuit simulation. The following sections will focus 

on circuit simulation and its resulting LTI systems.

1.2 Circuit Simulation

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 1.1, demands of speed in performance of 

electronic devices result in very complex electronic systems. For instance, Figure 1.2 

shows the evolution of integrated circuits (IC). In particular, the Intel Pentium IV 

chip consists of approximately 42 million components which require about 2 kilometers 

of interconnect between devices on the chip. This interconnect consists of coupled 

transmission lines of RLC cells and can be modeled as an LTI system. Simulations 

are required to verify that internal electromagnetic fields do not significantly delay 

or distort circuit signals. However, the resulting LTI system would be very large in 

terms of computational complexity (order of from 105 to 106) which in turn would
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require a very long computational time to simulate (van der Meijs [21]). In reality, 

even standard simulation packages such as SPICE cannot handle systems this large. 

Thus, these LTI systems need to be reduced so that the simulation process can be 

conducted.

B
"till)

f t  mi  [|Z ” 1 4

1960’s: IC 
10fim details

1971: Intel 4004 
lO/im details 
2300 components 
108KHz speed

2000: Intel Pentium IV 
0.18/im details 
42M components 
2GHz speed 
2km interconnect 
7 layers

Figure 1.2: Evolution of IC design. The interconnects in these processors can be modeled as passive 
systems for they are coupled transmission lines of RLC cells. (The first picture is obtained from 
Antoulas [1], The last two pictures and the corresponding information are obtained from Intel [8] 
and Intel [9].)

Also as mentioned in Section 1.1, in addition to representing the original systems 

to a certain prescribed threshold of error, the reduced models need to capture essential 

properties of the originals. In o ther words, essential features of the  originals need be 

preserved during model reduction. In this case of circuit simulation, the resulting LTI 

systems are coupled transmission lines of RLC cells. Therefore, they are passive. It 

turns out that passivity is a very important feature that needs to be preserved during
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model reduction of these LTI systems.

1.3 Im portance of Passivity in Circuit Sim ulation

As will be mathematically defined and rigorously explained later in Section 2.2, pas

sivity is an essential property that needs to be preserved during model reduction of 

the LTI systems in circuit simulation. The reason, as pointed out in Odabasioglu 

et al. [16], is that stable but not passive models can produce unstable systems when 

connected to other stable, even passive, loads. A well-known result from circuit the

ory states that: interconnections of stable systems may not necessarily be stable, but 

(strictly) passive circuits are (asymptotically) stable, and arbitrary interconnections 

of (strictly) passive circuits are (strictly) passive, and therefore, (asymptotically) sta

ble (Odabasioglu et al. [16]).

Thus, there has been considerable interest in passivity preserving model reduc

tion such as in Odabasioglu et al. [16], Antoulas [2], Sorensen [19], Fafibender and 

Benner [5] and so on. These approaches aim to construct reduced models as good ap

proximations to the original systems and to preserve passivity during model reduction 

at the same time. This thesis focuses on the method developed by Sorensen [19].

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis has five chapters. Chapter 2 - History & Background begins with a 

formulation of projection methods in model reduction. Next, notions of passivity 

and spectral zero interpolation are introduced. Then, a short survey of existing ap

proaches to passivity preserving model reduction is presented. A brief introduction 

to the residue of a complex-valued rational function concludes the chapter. In Chap
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ter 3 - Methods, a generalized eigenvalue problem is presented. The components of 

this generalized eigenvalue problem (also those of the realization of an LTI system) 

are analyzed so that an optimal reduced model can be constructed. Next, the chap

ter recollects a well-known result in the theory of control and dynamical systems. 

Based on this result, the criteria for spectral zero selection are proposed. Then, the 

formulations to compute the residues of spectral zeros are introduced for both SISO 

and MIMO systems. Chapter 4 - Results & Discussions includes two sections. The 

first section presents the test models, testing paradigm and then numerical results 

to support the selection criteria proposed in Chapter 3. The second section intro

duces difficulties which make the selection criteria no longer applicable to large-scale 

systems. An algorithm is proposed with modified selection criteria; this algorithm is 

demonstrated to be applicable for large-scale systems with numerical results which 

conclude the chapter. Chapter 5 - Conclusions summarizes the results and presents 

potential future research directions.
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Chapter 2

H istory &; Background

Since the core model reduction method utilized in this thesis is a projection method, 

a formulation of projection methods is summarized in this chapter. Since passive 

systems are problems of interest, physical and mathematical definitions of passivity 

are provided. Next, a brief survey of existing approaches to passivity preserving model 

reduction is presented. Also in this chapter, notions of spectral zero interpolation 

and the residue of a rational function are introduced, for they will appear later in 

Chapter 3.

2.1 Projection M ethods in M odel R eduction

All three methods introduced in Section 2.3 are projection methods. Therefore, a 

general framework of projection methods for LTI systems is formulated in this section. 

An LTI system S of order n can be represented as follows,

x(t) =  Ax(t) +  Bu(t) 

y(t) =  Cx(t) + Du(t)

(2 .1)

(2 .2 )

7
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where x(t) E Mn is the state, u(t) E Em the input and y(t) E Rp the output of E 

at time t, and A E Rnx", B E RnXm, C E RpXn, D E Rpxm. Note that throughout 

this thesis, it is assumed that E is stable, i.e., all the eigenvalues of A  have negative 

real part. In addition, E is both observable and controllable. For definitions and 

properties of observability and controllability, see Zhou et al. [27] for instance. Now, 

let K and £  be two fc-dimensional subspaces of R". Projection methods in model 

reduction construct V  = [wi,. . . ,  Vk] E R"xfe, an n x k matrix whose column vectors 

form a basis of K, and W  =  [toi,. . .  ,Wk] E M.nxk, an n x k matrix whose column 

vectors form a basis of £, where W TV  =  7fc so that a reduced model E of order k of 

E is obtained as a projection of E on K, and the residual of E with respect to E is 

orthogonal to £.

Now, let x  be an approximate solution to E in (2.1) and (2.2), where x satisfies the 

above specifications, i.e., £ is a projection of the true solution on K  and the residual 

is orthogonal to £. Then x  can be written as,

x = Vx,

for some i s R 1. Thus,

x  =  Vx,

and the residual is

x — Bu — Ax  =  Vx — Bu — AVx.
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By requiring that the residual be orthogonal to £ , it follows that

W T( V i  - B u -  A V x ) =  0 

=► W TV'x -  W TA V x  -  W t B u =  0.

With W TV — Ik, the reduced model E of order k of E is obtained as follows,

x(t) =  Acc(t) + Bu(t) (2.3)

y(t) =  Cx(t) +  Du(t), (2.4)

where A = W TA V  G R kxh, B  =  W TB  G E fcxro, C = CV  e R pxk, and x  -  Vx, y =

li

lt is common in practice that the dimension of n is on the order of millions while 

k on the order of hundreds or thousands.

2.2 Passive System s

With V  and W  constructed in projection methods as in Section 2.1, a reduced model 

can be formed. However, certain features of the original system may not be preserved

with arbitrary selections of V  and W. In particular, to preserve passivity during

model reduction, certain properties need to be satisfied during the construction of 

V  and W.  This section presents definitions and properties of passive systems as 

described in Sorensen [19].

D efinition 2.1. The system E in (2.1) and (2.2) is passive if  Re J^00u(r)T y(r)dr > 

0, Vt G M and Vu € /^(E ) and strictly passive if there exists a positive real 5 such 

that Re j t_OQu{r)T y{r)dT > 5 J100u(t) t  u(r)dr, Vf G M and Vu G £ 2 (E).
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Intuitively, a system E is passive if it does not generate energy internally and is 

strictly passive if it consumes energy. The LTI system E in (2.1) and (2.2) has the 

transfer function G(s) = C(sI — A)~1B + D, which addresses the relationship between 

the input u(s) and the output y(s) in the frequency domain. Then the following result 

(Willems [10]) follows.

Result 2.1. A system E is passive if and only ifG(s) is positive real. In other words, 

E is passive if and only if the following three conditions hold:

• G(s) is analytic for Re(s) > 0.

• G(s) = G(s) ,\ /se  C.

• G(s) +  (G(s))* y  0 for Re(s) > 0.

The last condition implies that there exists a stable rational matrix function Q(s) 

such that G(s) +  GT(—s) =  Q(s)QT(—s). Thus, during model reduction, V  and W  

must be constructed in such a way that the transfer function G(s) of the reduced 

system E satisfies the three conditions above.

2.3 A B rief Survey of Passivity Preserving M odel 

Reduction

Passivity preserving model reduction has been studied extensively. In the following, 

th ree  different approaches to  passivity  preserving m odel reduction  are introduced. 

This section also describes the types of problems each method can solve and hence 

summarizes the problem solving scope for each method. At the end of the section, a 

brief description of the contribution of this thesis to the subject is presented.
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One of the first algorithms of model reduction to preserve passivity is presented by 

Odabasioglu et al. [16] in 1998. This algorithm is a moment matching scheme in that 

a certain number of moments of the original model are preserved during the model 

reduction. Odabasioglu et al. [16] are concerned with symmetric positive definite 

(SPD) systems obtained from a time domain modified nodal analysis (MNA) formu

lation. This formulation is not practical in generating SPD systems since it results in 

non-SPD mass matrices. As pointed out in Odabasioglu et al. [16], the components 

of the mass matrix are the conductance and susceptance matrices whose rows corre

sponding to the current variables are negated via the MNA formulation. Odabasioglu 

et al. [16] acknowledge this and hence have to internally manipulate the construction 

of the components of the algorithm by negating back the specified portions of these 

components of the mass matrix. The algorithm uses a block Arnoldi factorization 

as its core method. A Krylov subspace is computed and the projection matrices are 

formed. Then the reduced model is constructed by applying these projection matrices 

on the original system. The reduced system is proven to be stable and passive.

This algorithm results in a computational package called PRIMA which has been 

very commonly used in practice. However, no error bound on the approximation is 

presented in Odabasioglu et al. [16]. In addition, as mentioned earlier, the approach 

here is quite application-specific in that the algorithm is introduced only to solve SPD 

systems in circuit simulation.

In 2005, Antoulas [2] observes that for a passive system E whose rational trans

fer function is G(s), then the reduced model E with the corresponding interpolated 

transfer function G(s) is also passive if the set of interpolation points is Si [J s'2 , where

is a subset of the set of stable spectral zeros of G(s) and S2 the mirror image of 

Si across the imaginary axis. The stable spectral zeros are the zeros of Q(s), where 

G(s) + GT(—s) =  Q(s)QT(—s) is the spectral factorization of G(s). In addition,
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passivity is preserved regardless of the selections of si in the set of stable spectral 

zeros.

In contrast to PRIMA [16], this scheme applies also to systems which are not 

SPD. Antoulas [2] then adapts an algorithm by Villemagne and Skelton [25] and 

Grimme [6] to construct the projection matrices. In this algorithm, in order for the 

resultant reduced model to be interpolatory, the set of interpolation points, chosen 

as spectral zeros of the system, must be computed in advance for the construction 

of projection matrices. Also, this scheme of rational function interpolation and the 

explicit computation of spectral zeros restrict the analysis of model reduction and the 

construction of reduced models to single-input single-output (SISO) systems.

Inspired by Antoulas’ observation, also in 2005, Sorensen [19] introduces a new al

gorithm which also results in interpolatory model reduction. However, the algorithm 

is novel in that the interpolation points, which are the spectral zeros of the original sys

tem, need not be computed explicitly. The algorithm transforms the model reduction 

problem into a highly-structured eigenvalue problem whose generalized eigenvalues 

are the spectral zeros of the transfer function of the original model. The projection 

matrices are then constructed from the computation of a basis for a selected invariant 

subspace. Moreover, the algorithm is quite general in that it can handle multi-input 

multi-output (MIMO) systems. When the systems are MIMO, this method assures 

tangential interpolation.

However, different selections of interpolation points result in different invariant 

subspaces, which in turn result in different reduced models. Even though these re

duced models are assured to be passive, they may not be good approximations to 

the original system. Therefore, selection criteria for spectral zero interpolation must 

be developed to assure that the reduced models resulting from the interpolation are 

good approximations to the original. Moreover, for the case of large-scale systems
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in which the eigenvalue computation of the resultant highly-structured eigenvalue 

problem should be done iteratively, not all selection criteria can be satisfied. The 

proposed criteria then need be modified so that not only do they result in reduced 

models as good approximations to the original but they are also suitable for iterative 

schemes for large-scale eigenvalue computation. This thesis addresses and provides 

insights to these questions and issues.

2.4 Spectral Zero Interpolation

In Section 2.3, the notion of spectral zero interpolation was mentioned briefly in 

the method of rational function interpolation of Antoulas [2] and in the method of 

invariant subspaces of Sorensen [19]. In this section, a full description of spectral zero 

interpolation is presented.

Recall that an LTI system E can be represented as in (2.1) and (2.2),

x(t) =  Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) +  Du(t),

where x(t) E M" is the state, u(t) E Rm the input and y(t) E Rp the output of E at 

time t, and A E Rnxn, B E Rnxm, C E Rpxn, D E Rpxm. Then the transfer function 

of E, which indicates the relationship between the input u(s) and the output y(s) 

of E in the frequency domain, is G(s) = C(s l  — A)_1R +  D. From this point on, 

it is assumed that m — p. Now, if E is passive, then by Section 2.2, there exists a 

stable matrix rational function Q(s) such that G(s) +  GT(—s) = Q(s)QT(—s), which 

is known as the spectral factorization of G(s). Q(s) is called the spectral factor of 

G(s), and the zeros of Q(s), (i.e., Si, i =  1, . . . ,  n such that det Q(sj) =  0) are defined
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as the stable spectral zeros of G(s). In terms of the state space realization of E, then

the spectral zeros of G(s) are the set of s G C such that rank(.4 — s£) < 2n + p, 
/ ,  ~ \  / ,  \

where A  =

B

- A T - C T 

C B T V

£  =

I

\ 0

, and T> =  D + DT.

Now consider a passive system E and its reduced model E whose respective transfer 

functions are G(s) and G(s). Then E is said to interpolate E at s*, i = 1, . . . ,  k if 

<?(*) = G(*), Vie{l , . . . , fc}.

For the method of rational function interpolation by Antoulas [2], it is shown in 

Theorem 3.1 in Antoulas [2] that passivity is preserved during model reduction when 

spectral zero interpolation is applied. The interpolation is assured by constructing the 

projection matrices using the Krylov subspace method by Villemagne and Skelton [25] 

and Grimme [6] as shown in Proposition 4.1 in Antoulas [2],

For the method of invariant subspaces by Sorensen [19], it is shown in Lemmas 2.3, 

2.4 and 2.5 in Sorensen [19] that passivity is also preserved during model reduction 

through the satisfaction of the sufficiency conditions of the Positive Real Lemma (see 

Theorem 13.25 in Zhou et al. [27]). Spectral zero interpolation is applied and assured 

here indirectly through the computation of a basis for an invariant subspace as shown 

later in Section 3.1 and Appendix B.

2.5 Residue of a Com plex-Valued R ational Func

tion

As mentioned at the end of Section 2.3, one of the main contributions of this thesis 

to the subject is to provide selection criteria for spectral zero interpolation. Since 

the proposed selection criteria will involve the residues of spectral zeros, a brief in-
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troduction to the residue of a complex-valued rational function is presented in this 

section.

Consider a complex-valued rational function f (z )  =  |||y , where z £ C and p(z) 

and q(z) are complex-valued polynomials of degree k and I, respectively. Let Sj, j  = 

1 ,n, be the singularities of order mj  of f(z),  i.e. q{z) — Il"=1(^ — Sj)mi. Then 

the residue of f(z)  at Sj is defined (see for instance, Saff and Snider [17]) to be,

Res( / ( * ) , S j ) =  Um (ro. 1_ 1), ^ i- 1 -  %)m’/ ( 2)], (2-5)

for j  =  1

In particular, if m,j =  1, Vj =  1, . . . ,  n, then f(z )  can be expressed as follows,

f ( z )  =  g(z) + - 2 - ,  (2.6)
• 1 *J =  1 J

where rj =  Res( f ( z ) , s j )  = limz_*Sj.(z — S j ) f ( z )  and g(z) is a polynomial of degree 

max{0, k — I}.

This section concludes Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will introduce the methods this 

thesis uses to obtain the results.
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Chapter 3

M ethods

This chapter begins with the formulation of a generalized eigenvalue problem that ap

peared in Sorensen [19]. This formulation is the key connection between Antoulas’s [2] 

theory of positive real rational function interpolation and Sorensen’s [19] invariant 

subspace method for spectral zero interpolation. The generalized eigenvalue problem 

then is reformulated in a different form as an eigenvalue problem in which the param

eters of the model reduction problem can be easily analyzed. The chapter concludes 

with a formulation to compute the residue of the spectral zeros of the transfer func

tion of the original system and with an analysis on how the residue of the spectral 

zeros influences the selection criteria.

3.1 A Generalized Eigenvalue Problem

In this section, the formulation of a generalized eigenvalue problem is presented. The 

components of this generalized eigenvalue problem are constructed from those of the 

realization of an LTI system. Once the generalized eigenvalue problem is formulated, 

the construction of the projection matrices for the model reduction problem is done

16
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via that of a basis of an invariant subspace of the generalized eigenvalue problem. 

Recall that an LTI system E can be represented as in (2.1) and (2.2),

x(t) = Ax(t) +  Bu(t) 

y(t) — Cx(t) +  Du(t),

where A  G Rnx", B  G Rnxp, C G Rpxn, and D G Rpxp. Then the transfer function 

of E, which addresses the relationship between the input u(s) and the output y(s) 

in the frequency domain, is G(s) =  C(sl  — A)_1B  +  D. From this point on, it is 

assumed that V  =  D +  D 1 is positive definite.

From Section 2.2, the system E is passive if and only if its transfer function G(s) 

is positive real. One of the properties of a positive real function is that there exists 

a stable rational matrix function Q(s) such that G(s) + GT(—s) =  Q(s)QT(—s). 

Q(s) is called the spectral factor of G(s), and the zeros of Q(s) (i.e., the roots of 

det(<3(s)) =  0) are the stable spectral zeros of G(s).

Now, consider the following generalized eigenvalue problem Av  =  £v\ ,  where
/  , -  \  ( j  \

A  =

A B

_ a t  _ c t

C B T V \ 0

, and T> =  D +  DT. Then it can be shown

that the (finite) spectral zeros of G are the set of all (finite) generalized eigenvalues 

of this generalized eigenvalue problem (see Appendix A) and that if s is a spectral 

zero of G, then so is — s (see Sorensen [19]).

Let AQ  =  £ QR  be a partial real Schur decomposition of (̂ 4, £). Then QTQ =  I  

and R  is real and quasi-upper triangular. Partition QT =  I X T Y T Z T ) so that
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its structure corresponds to the block structure of A  as follows:

A B  '
x )

-CF Y

V  J
V )

(x\
y R = y

A )C B 1

Then the reduced model E of E can be constructed as follows:

R. (3.1)

x (t) =  Ax{t)  + Bu(t) 

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t),

(3.2)

(3.3)

where A = W TAV, B  = W TB, and C =  CV  with V  = X Q ^  e M.nXk, W  =

Y Q yS - l pnxk , and X  Y  =  QXS  Q i , the singular value decomposition of X  Y.

Note that W TV = I  and that,

A B ^ w
- A T -C F Y = Y

Y
B T V  J

V ) l ° y

R, (3.4)

where X  S Q Y  := SQ y, and hence X  =  V X ,  Y  = W Y.

In other words, E is constructed with the projection matrices formed from a basis 

of an invariant subspace corresponding to a selected subset of generalized eigenvalues 

of (A,£),  which is also the selected subset of spectral zeros of G(s) of E. Note that 

the selected subset of generalized eigenvalues of (A , £) must be on either the left-half 

or the right-half of the complex plane. This is an essential requirement that must be 

met for the resultant constructed reduced model E to be passive (for more details, 

see Sorensen [19]). As mentioned in Section 2.4, the resultant reduced model E is
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then proven to be interpolatory (see Appendix B) and passive (see Sorensen [19]).

3.2 Variation of D

In this section, the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.1) is rewritten as an eigenvalue 

problem. From this eigenvalue problem formulation, it is shown that variation of D 

(hence, T> = D + DT) results in variation in locations of interpolation points which 

in turn results in different passive reduced models E as different approximations to 

the original system E.

From (3.1), it follows that,

A X  + B Z  = X R  (3.5)

At Y  +  CTZ  = —Y R  (3.6)

C X  +  B t Y  + V Z  = 0 (3.7)

As pointed out in Fafibender and Benner [5], solving (3.7) for Z  and substituting 

it in (3.5) and (3.6) imply that (3.1) is equivalent to the following system,

77
(  \ (  \
X X

^ )

R, (3.8)

which means that the generalized eigenvalues of (A, S) are the eigenvalues of 77, where 

[ a -  b v - ' c  - B V ~ 1B t  ^
77 =  . Note that 77 is a Hamiltonian matrix.

\
CTV~lC - { A  -  BV-'C) '1’
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It can be recognized further that (3.8) can be rewritten as follows:

( a \ (  \ “ /  \ (  \
A B

v ~ x ( c
X X

— =

~ A T ) w V )
ky ) A )

R. (3.9)

In this formulation,

tion which, when added to

v * )
<A

"D 1 B 7̂  can be identified as rank-p pertuba-

-AT
, changes the location of the eigenvalues of

<A X

- AT
In other words, how close/far the eigenvalues of R  (and hence, those of

H) to/from those of
A \

\ -AT
depends on the influence of

This recognition signifies that D and/or ( Q B T ) can be varied to drive the eigen

values of TL close to or far from those of
/

V

V

B

-c1
V-1 [c B T ).

\

- A T
, which results in different

/
interpolations. In particular, in SISO systems, as D approaches oo, the eigenvalues

'a \
It is observed in most of the cases in this thesisof R  approach those of

V -AT
that the closer the interpolation points (i.e. the eigenvalues of Ji or the spectral zeros

( a N
of G(s) of E) are to the corresponding eigenvalues A of

resultant reduced model E approximates E.
V - A T

, the better the
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3.3 Residue of Spectral Zeros

This section begins with a formulation of the residues of the spectral zeros of the trans

fer function G(s) of a system E. This formulation then is followed by an analysis of 

how the residues of the spectral zeros influence the selection criteria; a connection will 

be made between the modes and the spectral zeros of G(s) in light of the discussion 

in Section 3.2.

3.3.1 Form ulation o f R esidue o f Spectral Zeros

Since the proposed selection criteria will involve the residues of spectral zeros, a 

formulation of the residues of the spectral zeros of the transfer function G(s) of a 

system E is presented in this subsection. In the following, the formulation for SISO 

systems will be presented first; the formulation for MIMO systems will then follow. 

Recall that an LTI system E can be represented as in (2.1) and (2.2),

x(t) — Ax(t) +  Bu(t) 

y(t) = Cx(t) +  Du(t),

where A  G Rnxn, B  G R"xp, C G Rpx", and D G Rpxp. Then the transfer function 

of E, which addresses the relationship between the input u(s) and the output y(s) in 

the frequency domain, is G(s) =  C(sl  — A)~lB  +  D.

SISO systems

If E is SISO, then p = 1. Thus, G(s) =  is a complex-valued rational func

tion, where s G C  and p(s) and q(s) — det(sl — A) are complex-valued polynomials of
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degree at most n. Similarly, G(—s) =  GT(—s) — B T(—sI  — AT)~1CT +  DT — y  

where q(—s) =  det(—s i  — A) — det(—s i  — AT). Thus,

G M + g t (_ s ) = 4 4 + 4 4 = +?( - *>«(£>-, (310)
q(s) q ( - s ) g(s)g(-s)

Recall from Section 3.1 that the spectral zeros of G(s) are the zeros of the spectral 

factor Q(s) of G(s) and their mirror images across the imaginary axis. (Recall also 

that G(s) +  Gr (—s) — Q(s)QT(—s) and note that det(Q(s)) =  Q(s) for SISO sys

tems.) Now since the spectral zeros of G(s) are the zeros of G(s) + Gr (—s), and hence 

the zeros of p(s)q(—s) +p{—s)q(s), there exists r(s), a complex-valued polynomial of 

degree at most n, such that Q(s) = Define

:=  o b = (3 u )

Then the stable spectral zeros of G(s) are the singularities of G(s). Let Sj be a stable 

spectral zero of order rrij of G(s) and rj the residue of Sj.

Definition 3.1. The residue rj of Sj is the residue ofG(s) at Sj.

Then by Section 2.5,

rj = Res(g(s), Sj) = Um (m . !_ Ks ~ si)mjG(s)]• (3-12)

Remark 3.1. The zeros of q(s) are the eigenvalues of A. Let Aj be an eigenvalue of 

algebraic order of rrij of A  and a stable spectral zero of order rik of G(s). Then 

G(s) can be written as follows:

ILO* -  x i)mjQ(s) = ^ ------ 3A— . (3.13)
v ; Ylk(s -  Sk)n«
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This realization is useful for implementation purposes.

MIMO systems

If £  is MIMO, then p > 1. Thus, G(s) is a square matrix of size p whose entries 

are complex-valued rational functions. Specifically, G(s) can be written as,

G(„) =

f  p i l ( s )  Pl2(a) . . . P lp ( s ) \
«(«) «(«) «(s)

P p l(« )  Pp2(s)  _ _ _ P pp(«)
\  9(s) 9(s) «(s) /

(3.14)

where s € C and Pi j ( s ) ,  V i , j  = 1,.. .  ,p, and q( s )  are complex-valued polynomials of 

degree at most n. Similarly,

( P l l ( - s )  P 2 l ( - s )

9(-«) ?(-«)
GT( - S) =

P p l ( - s ) \
9 ( -« )

P lp (  ■s) P 2p (  ̂  ̂ i P pp( s )
\  9 ( - s )  ^ ( - s )  g ( - a )  /

(3.15)

Thus,

G(s) +  GT(-s )

^ P l l M  i P l l ( - a )  P l2(a)  i P 2 l ( ~ s )  _ _ P lp (s )  , P p l ( - a ) ^
q(s) q l - s )  q(s) q ( - s ) g(s) «(-«)

Ppl(s )  i P lp (~ a )  Pp2(s) . P2p(~s )  _ _ _ Ppp(a) . P p p ( - s )
\  ?(s) 9(~s) ?(*) 9(-«) «(«) «(-«) /

P i i  ( a ) g ( - a ) + P i i  ( - a ) g ( s )  P i2 ( a ) g ( - a ) + P 2 i ( - a ) g ( a )  . . . P i p ( s ) g ( - s ) + P p i  ( - s ) g ( a )  \
q ( s ) q ( - s )  q ( s ) q ( - s ) q ( s ) q ( - s )

P v l  ( s ) q ( s ) + p i p ( - s ) q ( s )  Pp 2( s ) q( s ) +p2 p( - s ) q( s )
\  q( s )q( - s )  q ( s )q( - s )

P p p ( s ) q ( - s ) + P p p ( - s ) q ( s )
q ( s ) q( -s )  )

(3.16)

Again, the spectral zeros of G(s) are the zeros of G(s) +  GT(—s), which are the
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roots of det(G(s) +  GT{—s)) = 0, where det(G(s) +  GT(—s)) =  with g(s) = 

q(s)pq(—s)p of degree at most 2np and f(s)  a complex-valued polynomial of degree 

at most 2np.
/
A B

- A T - C TNow, (A.2) in Appendix A states that, with A  =

\

C B T V

, £  =

/

0
lows that
V

, V  = D +  DT, and A being a finite spectral zero of G(s), then it fol-

det(A£ - A )  = —det(AJ -  A) det(AJ + AT) det(G(A) + GT{ - A))

=  (—l)n+1det(A7 -  A) det(—XI -  AT) det(G(A) +  GT(-A))

( - i y + \ ( X ) q ( - \ )

=  ( - 1)
n + l /(A)

q(X)p~1q(-X )p- 1'
(3.17)

Since (A,£)  has at most 2n finite generalized eigenvalues of multiplicity 1, det(.s£’ — 

A)  is a complex-valued polynomial of degree at most 2n, whose zeros are spectral 

zeros of G(s). Thus, (3.17) implies that q(s)p~1q(—s)p~1 divides f(s),  i.e., f ( s ) = 

g(s)p_1g(—s)p_1/i(s), where f i(s)  is a complex-valued polynomial of degree at most 

2n. Thus,

det(G(s) +  GT(—s)) — /(») / i ( s)
g(s) q(s)q(-s) '

(3.18)

The argument now is similar to that for SISO systems, i.e., there exists r(s), a 

complex-valued polynomial of degree at most n, such that det(Q(s)) =  Then
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the residue rj of a stable spectral zero of order rrij of G(s) is determined by (3.12), 

where Q(s) := det^ â  • Thus, Remark 3.1 also holds for MIMO systems.

3.3.2 R esidue o f Spectral Zeros as Selection  C riteria

In this subsection, a recollection of a well-known result in control and dynamical 

systems is presented. This recollection is presented only for SISO systems (it also 

holds for MIMO systems) and is followed by a connection between the poles and the 

spectral zeros of the transfer function of an LTI system S. The subsection concludes 

with selection criteria for spectral zero interpolation.

Recall that a SISO LTI system E can be represented as in (2.1) and (2.2),

x(t) — Ax{t) +  Bu(t) 

y(t) =  Cx(t) +  Du(t),

where A  £ ]Rnxn, B  £ R"xl, C £ Mlxn, and D £ R. Then the transfer function of 

E, which addresses the relationship between the input u ( s )  and the output y(s) in 

the frequency domain, is G(s) — C(s l  — A)~lB  +  D. Let Aj be a pole of order rrij of 

G(s), where j  = 1. . . . .  p and Y?j=i mj = n (n°te that A? is also an eigenvalue of A). 

Since G(s) is a proper complex-valued rational function (strictly proper if D =  0), 

G(s) can be expressed as follows:

p rrij
g (s) (3-19)

j = i  k= i

where rjk =  lims_ Aj. {rn̂ _ky ^ - k  [(a -  A^^GXs)] (See for instance, Cox [4]). Note 

that by (2.5), rj\ =  Res(G(s), Xj), for j  = 1, . . .  ,p. Thus, the corresponding expres

sion of the impulse response h(t) of E in the time domain can be obtained by taking
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the inverse Laplace transform of (3.19) and is as follows:

P m3
h(t) = D + EE — (3.20)

j = l  fc= i  ̂ —

Observe that as t —> 0, h(t) —> D  +  Y7j=irji — D + Y?j=i Res(G(s), Xj). Now 

let rji, j  = 1 be ordered in such a way that |rn | > |r2 i| > > |rpi|.

Then a well-known remark in control and dynamical systems (Aguirre [12]) states 

the following: Given a positive integer k < n, E of order k approximates E well 

if the transfer function of E interpolates that of E at the poles where the residues 

of the impulse response of E have the largest modulus, i.e., G(Xj) = G(Xj),  where 

j  = 1,. . .  ,q and ]Gj=i rrij =  k. The reason for this is that these poles are dominant 

poles in terms of energy components (see Aguirre [12]).

Recall from Section 3.2 that, for a SISO LTI system E, as D  approaches oo, 

the spectral zeros of the transfer function G(s) of E approach the eigenvalues of A  

(a.k.a., the poles of E) and their mirror images across the imaginary axis. Thus, as 

D approaching oo, interpolation of stable spectral zeros is the same as interpolation 

of poles.

With this observation, I propose the following criterion for selecting spectral zeros 

for interpolation: For the resultant reduced passive system E of order k to be a good 

approximation to the original passive system E of order n, interpolation should be 

done over k stable spectral zeros with largest residue. In the next chapter, numerical 

results are presented to support the proposal. Then modification to the criterion 

follows so that the modified criterion is suitable for systems in the large-scale setting.
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Chapter 4

R esults & Discussions

In this chapter, numerical evidence is presented to support the selection criteria pro

posed in Section 3. Numerical experiments are performed on three different systems: 

a circuit of two-coupled transmission lines, a compact disc (CD) player and a sym

metric spiral circuit system. Based on these numerical results, a modification to the 

selection criteria is proposed for the reduction of large-scale systems. The section 

concludes with numerical demonstrations of how to use an iterative algorithm with 

the modified selection criteria for large-scale systems.

4.1 Residue of Spectral Zeros as Selection Criteria

This section contains numerical evidence for the proposed selection criteria. The 

physical description of systems for numerical testing is presented. The methods to 

assess how well the reduced systems approximate the original are formulated. The 

section concludes with numerical results.

27
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M

F igure 4.1: A circuit of two-coupled transmission lines. This system models the interconnection 
between chips in electronic systems and is used as one of the systems for numerical studies. Each 
layer has 45 cells of RLC. The order of the system is 178. The second layer is shorted, i.e., there is 
no voltage input for the second line. Let R, R c, Ri, C  and L denote the  input resistor, the resistor 
parallel to  the capacitor, the resistor in series with the inductor, the capacitor and the inductor, 
respectively. Then R  =  lOOfl, R c =  0.000112, Ri =  0.412, C  — 0.0054F, and L  =  0.2H  (Obtained 
from Antoulas [3]).

4.1.1 Physical D escription  o f Test System s

Numerical experiments are performed on the following three systems: a circuit of two- 

coupled transmission lines, a CD player and a symmetric spiral circuit system. In the 

following, a physical description of these systems and their models are presented.

A circuit of two-coupled transmission lines

Two-coupled transmission lines may be used to model the wires of the intercon

nect network between devices on chips. Chip interconnect can be found in almost 

every electronic system. An example of an electronic system is the Intel processor 

(see Figure 1.2). Chip interconnect may have multiple layers or lines of cells of re

sistors (R), inductors (L) and capacitors (C). Note that transmission lines of cells of
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¥

F igure 4.2: A symmetric spiral inductor. This system comes from inductance extraction of an 
on-chip planar square spiral inductor suspended over a copper plane. This system is used as one of 
the systems for numerical studies. The order of the system is 500 (obtained from Li [15]).

RLC are passive systems. The model E used for numerical demonstration as shown 

in Figure 4.1 models a system of two-coupled transmission lines in which the second 

layer is shorted (i.e., there is no voltage input for the second line). Thus E is a SISO 

system. Each line of E has 45 cells of RLC. As a result, the resulting state space 

realization of E has A  G Rnxn, where n =  178. Let R, Rc, Ri, C and L denote 

the input resistor, the resistor parallel to the capacitor, the resistor in series with the 

inductor, the capacitor and the inductor, respectively as depicted in Figure 4.1. Then 

the following are the numerics: R  =  100Q, Rc =  0.00010, Ri = 0.40, C = 0.0054F, 

and L — 0.2H.
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A CD player

This example is a SISO system of order 120 (i.e., its state space realization has 

A  G R n x n , where n — 120) which describes the dynamics between the lens actuator 

and radial arm position of a portable CD player as discussed in Wortelboer [26] and 

studied numerically in Varga [22],

A symmetric spiral inductor system

This example comes from inductance extraction of an on-chip planar square spiral 

inductor suspended over a copper plane as shown in Figure 4.2. This example was 

taken from Kamon et al. [11] and analyzed numerically in Li [15] and Sorensen [19]. 

The system is also a SISO system and its state space realization has A  G R nx " , where 

n = 500. Also, A  is symmetric; therefore, its eigenvalues are all real.

4.1.2 Testing Paradigm

Spectral Zero Selection ei e2 Coo
Small modulus 1.420e+l 5.396e-l 1.055e-l
Large modulus 3.973e+l 1.629e+0 3.273e+0
Close to real axis 1.420e+l 5.396e-l 1.055e-l
Far from real axis 3.973e+l 1.629e+0 3.273e+0
Far from imaginary axis 2.858e+0 8.978e-l 2.920e+0
Close to imaginary axis 3.313e+l 1.196e+0 2.347e-l
Small residue 4.218e+l 1.483e+0 2.469e-l
Large residue 7.861e+0 5.369e-l 9.672e-2

T ab le  4 .1: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1)) between the reduced and original models 
of the circuit of two-coupled tranmission lines as shown in Figure 4.1. The sizes of the original and 
reduced models are 178 and 40 respectively. This table suggests th a t being far from the imaginary 
axis may be considered one of the spectral zero selection criteria because the error ei in the L \ norm 
is the smallest (see the highlighted) amongst the spectral zero selection choices.
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F ig u re  4 .3: Locations of spectral zeros of a circuit of two-coupled transmission lines of order 178
as shown in Figure 4.1. Note th a t the axes here are not in the same scale.

Consider an LTI system E and its reduced model E. This subsection presents 

methods to measure how well E approximates E. The frequency responses of E, E, 

and the error system E — E are displayed. In addition to graphical illustrations of the 

results, the error is measured in different norms such as L\, L2 and as follows. Let 

G(s) and G(s) respectively be the transfer functions of E and E. Also, let (uq,cu2) be 

the range of frequencies in which E approximates E. Then the errors in these norms 

are as follows,

ru 2
ei =  ||G(ju) -  G(juj)lUxK^a) =  /  IG(Ju) -  G{juj)\duj

J U)\

e2 = ||G(ju>) -  G(ju ) =  ( J  IG(ju) -  G(juj)\2duj  2 (4.1)

Coo = \\G(juj) — G(Juj)\\Loo(u1>Cj2) — sup \G{ju) -  G{ju)\.
,CJ2 )

However, the measurement of the errors using these norms in this common setting 

is misleading in some cases. Consider the following instance. In this example, a 

circuit E of two-coupled transmission lines is analyzed. Locations of spectral zeros
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F ig u re  4.4: Locations of spectral zeros and 30 selected ones of a circuit of two-coupled transmission 
lines of order 178 as shown in Figure 4.1. Thirty interpolated spectral zeros with small modulus (or 
close to  real axis) are shown in red circles. Note th a t the axes here are not in the same scale.

of E in a complex plane are shown as in Figure 4.3. A reduced model of size k — 40 

is constructed. Eight different spectral zero selections (spectral zeros with small 

modulus, with large modulus, close to real axis, far from real axis, far from imaginary 

axis, close to imaginary axis, with small residue and with large residue) are considered. 

Table 4.1 records (4.1) resulting from these eight different spectral zero selections. 

Note that in this case, (u q ,^ ) is suggested by the sigma plot in MATLAB and chosen 

to be (0.001 : 10,000) rad/s.

Table 4.1 suggests that being far from the imaginary axis may be considered one of 

the spectral zero selection criteria because the reduced system constructed from this 

type of interpolation results in the smallest error in the L\ norm. However, according 

to Figure 4.5, which plots the frequency responses of E and E, the resulting reduced 

system S does not approximate the original E well: E does not capture the features 

of E in the low range of frequencies, especially in the interval (0.001 : 1) rad/s. 

The reason for this mismatch between the relatively small error in the L\ norm and 

the poor graphical display can be explained with a more careful look at Figures 4.5
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F ig u re  4.5: Frequency responses of the reduced model E and original model E of a circuit of 
two-coupled transmission lines as shown in Figure 4.1. E interpolates E at spectral zeros far from 
the imaginary axis. The sizes of E and E are 178 and 40, respectively. As shown in the figure, 
E approximates E poorly in the frequency range (0.001 : 1) rad /s  and well in the frequency range 
(10 : 10, 000) rad/s.

and 4.6.

Beside showing that £  approximates £  poorly in the low range of frequencies, 

Figure 4.5 however suggests that £  approximates £  quite well in the high range of 

frequencies, especially in the interval (10 : 10,000) rad/s. These features can also be 

observed in Figure 4.6 which plots the frequency response of the error system £  — £. 

The error here stays quite high in the low range of frequencies and quite low in the 

high range of frequencies. Note that the error in the L\ norm actually represents 

the area under this curve. Since the contribution of the error in the low range of 

frequencies is almost negligible (the region of influence is (0.001 : 1) rad/s), the total 

error in the L\ norm stays quite small. However, as mentioned earlier, £  does not 

capture the features of £  in the low range of frequencies and hence, does not represent 

£  well.

In order to remedy this issue, a modification is made to the computation of the 

errors in the L\ and L2 norms; this modification puts more weight to the error con-
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F ig u re  4 .6: Frequency response of the error system E — E of a circuit of two-coupled transmission 
lines as shown in Figure 4.1. E interpolates E at spectral zeros far from the imaginary axis. The 
sizes of E and E are 178 and 40, respectively. As shown in the figure, the error is very large in the 
frequency range (0.001 : 1) rad /s  and small in the frequency range (10 : 10, 000) rad/s.

tribution from the lower range of frequencies so that the errors in Li and L2 norms 

express what is observed in the graphical display. Consider /  : R+ —>■ R such that 

y = f(uj) — logiQU. Define

ry 2
e, = \ \G(j l0v) -  G( j l0y) \ \Ll{yuy2) =  /  IGtflO") -  G ( j W ) \ d y

= IIGO'KF) -  G010»)||1i(„,mI = ( / 91 |G(il0») -  G U W t f d u Y ,  (4.2)
Jyi

where yi =  — logwuj\ and y2 = f(co2) =  log10u}2■ Table 4.2 records (4.1)

and (4.2) resulting from the eight different spectral zero selections. According to 

Table 4.2, this new setting in computing the errors in the L { and L2 norms explains 

what is observed in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. In fact, a combination of these errors as well 

as graphical illustrations will be used to assess how good the approximations are as 

shown in the following subsection.
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S p ectra l Zero S election ei C2 eoo ei e-2
Small modulus 1.420e+l 5.396e-l 1.055e-l 9.733e-2 5.516e-2
Large modulus 3.973e+l 1.629e+0 3.273e+0 6.949e+0 4.343e+0
Close to  real axis 1.420e+l 5.396e-l 1.055e-l 9.733e-2 5.516e-2
Far from real axis 3.973e+l 1.629e+0 3.273e+0 6.949e+0 4.343e+0
Far from  im aginary axis 2 .8 5 8 e+ 0 8 .9 7 8 e -l 2 .9 2 0 e+ 0 6 .0 2 2 e + 0 2 .8 9 3 e + 0
Close to imaginary axis 3.313e+l 1.196e+0 2.347e-l 6.409e-l 2.893e-l
Small residue 4.218e+l 1.483e+0 2.469e-l 6.952e-l 3.116e-l
Large residue 7.861e-f0 5.369e-l 9.672e-2 2.134e-l 9.793e-2

T ab le  4 .2: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the  circuit of two-coupled tranmission lines as shown in Figure 4.1. The sizes of the 
original and reduced models are 178 and 40 respectively. This table is Table 4.1 augmented w ith the 
errors in modified norms as described in (4.2) which show agreement with graphical illustrations as 
shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for the case of interpolation of spectral zeros far from the imaginary 
axis. Based on the numerical results as highlighted in the table, being far from the imaginary axis 
should not be considered a selection criterion.

4.1.3 N um erical R esu lts

S p ectra l Zero S election ei e2 600 h 62
Sm all m odulus 1 .3 4 6 e + l 6 .6 4 5 e -l 1 .1 3 1 e -l 3 .0 1 5 e -l 1 .3 4 5 e -l
Large modulus 5.086e+l 2.095e+0 3.334e+0 7.211e+0 4.431e+0
C lose to  real axis 1 .3 4 6 e + l 6 .6 4 5 e -l 1 .1 3 1 e -l 3 .0 1 5 e -l 1 .3 4 5 e -l
Far from real axis 5.086e+l 2.095e+0 3.334e+0 7.211e+0 4.431e+0
Far from imaginary axis 4.817e+0 9.218e-l 2.920e+0 6.030e-|-0 3.872e+0
Close to  imaginary axis 4.052e+l 1.507e+0 2.719e-l 8.245e-l 3.677e-l
Small residue 5.089e+l 1.984e+0 3.267e-l 9.501e-l 4.223e-l
Large residue 9 .6 6 3 e + 0 8 .3 6 1 e -l 1 .5 1 5 e -l 4 .1 7 0 e -l 1 .8 8 7 e -l

T ab le  4 .3 : Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the circuit of two-coupled tranmission lines as shown in Figure 4.1. The sizes of the 
original and reduced models are 178 and 30 respectively. The table suggests th a t the interpolation 
should be done either over spectral zeros with small modulus, close to  real axis or with large residue 
since the resulting reduced models in these cases have small errors uniformly in the suggested norms 
with respect to  those resulting from the other selections (see the highlighted).

In this subsection, numerical results and graphical illustrations are presented to 

support the proposed selection criteria for spectral zero interpolation. Let £  and £  be 

the original and resulting reduced models, respectively. Recall the proposed selection 

criteria from Section 3.3.2 that £  approximates £  well (i.e. the error between the 

reduced and original models is small) if £  interpolates £  at the spectral zeros of £  

with large residue. In order to demonstrate this, for each system in Section 4.1.1,
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F ig u re  4.7: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 30 of a circuit of two-coupled transmis
sion lines E of size 178 as shown in Figure 4.1. P art (a) shows the locations of interpolated spectral 
zeros. The spectral zeros of E are black dots while those of X are red circles. These interpolated 
spectral zeros have large residue. P art (b) is a zoomed-in version of P art (a). P art (c) shows the 
frequency responses of E and X. P art (d) shows the frequency response of the error system E — X.

reduced models resulting from the eight different selections are constructed (except 

for the model of the symmetric spiral conductor, only four different selections are 

considered. The reason is that because all the spectral zeros are real, being far from 

or close to real axis is not a suitable consideration and also being far from or close 

to imaginary axis is the same as having large or small modulus, respectively). The 

errors in different norms as introduced in (4.1) and (4.2) are then computed and tab

ulated. The graphical illustrations are only shown for the reduced systems resulting 

from interpolation over spectral zeros with large residue to show how good the ap-
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S p ectra l Zero Selection ei e2 Coo ei e-i
Sm all m odulus 1 .1 0 8 e + l 4 .3 8 2 e -l 9.370e-2 9 .116e-2 4 .763e-2
Large modulus 2.746e+l 1.308e+0 3.234e+0 6.788e+0 4.288e+0
C lose to  real axis 1 .1 0 8 e + l 4 .3 8 2 e -l 9 .370e-2 9 .116e-2 4 .763e-2
Far from real axis 2.746e+l 1.308e+0 3.234e+0 6.788e+0 4.288e+0
Far from imaginary axis 3.322e+0 8.956e-l 2.916e+0 6.015e+0 3.868e+0
Close to  imaginary axis 2.512e+l 9.259e-l 2.031e-l 4.858e-l 2.244e-l
Small residue 3.127e+l 1.095e+0 2.066e-l 4.940e-l 2.276e-l
Large residue 5 .8 6 2 e + 0 3 .0 0 1 e -l 6 .847e-2 8 .068e-2 3 .958e-2

T able 4.4: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the circuit of two-coupled tranmission lines as shown in Figure 4.1. The sizes of the 
original and reduced models are 178 and 50 respectively. The table suggests th a t the  interpolation 
should be done either over spectral zeros with small modulus, close to  real axis or with large residue 
since the resulting reduced models in these cases have small errors uniformly in the suggested norms 
with respect to  those resuting from the other selections (see the highlighted).

S p ectra l Zero S election ei e-i eoo ei 62
Small modulus 7.232e+2 1.529e-|-l 1.554e+0 5.173e-l 4.527e-l
Large modulus 7.876e+3 4.736e+2 6.857e+l 1.204e+l 1.880e+l
Close to  real axis 7.232e+2 1.529e+l 1.554e+0 5.173e-l 4.527e-l
Far from real axis 7.876e+3 4.736e+2 6.857e+l 1.204e+l 1.880e+l
Far from imaginary axis 7.987e+3 4.734e+2 6.857e+l 1.205e+l 1.880e+l
Close to  imaginary axis 7.322e+3 1.525e+2 1.343e+l 1.663e+l 9.529e+0
Small residue 7.964e+3 4.736e+2 6.856e+l 1.210e+l 1.880e+l
Large residue 2 .9 2 6 e + l 4 .0 6 2 e -l 7.157e-2 3 .302e-2 2.844e-2

T able 4.5: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the CD system. The sizes of the original and reduced models are 120 and 20 respectively. 
The table suggests th a t the interpolation should be done over spectral zeros with large residue since 
the resulting reduced model in this case has the smallest errors uniformly in the suggested norms 
with respect to  those resulting from the other selections (see the highlighted).

proximations are. The results are presented system-wise as follows.

A circuit of two-coupled transmission lines

For the circuit of two-coupled transmission lines of size 178 as shown in Figure 4.1, two 

reduced models Ei and E2 of size 30 and 50 are constructed. The errors in (4.1) and 

(4.2) of Ei and S 2 resulting from the eight different spectral zero selections are tabu

lated in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectable. The frequency range (tu i,^ ) for both cases 

is suggested by the sigma plot in MATLAB and chosen to be (0.001 : 10,000) rad/s.
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F ig u re  4 .8: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 50 of a circuit of two-coupled transmis
sion lines E of size 178 as shown in Figure 4.1. P art (a) shows the locations of interpolated spectral 
zeros. The spectral zeros of E are black dots while those of E are red circles. These interpolated 
spectral zeros have large residue. P art (b) is a zoomed-in version of P art (a). P art (c) shows the 
frequency responses of E and E. P art (d) shows the frequency response of the error system E — E.

Two main observations need to be mentioned. First, in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, 

the errors in the suggested norms resulting from interpolation at spectral zeros with 

small modulus and close to the real axis appear identical. The reason is that these 

two features of the spectral zeros happen to be the same for this particular model 

as can be observed in Figure 4.4. Second, it is suggested also from Table 4.3 and 

Table 4.4 that there is no real distinction in terms of errors between models resulting 

from interpolating spectral zeros with large residue and resulting from interpolating 

spectral zeros with small modulus (or close to the real axis).
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S p ectra l Zero Selection ei e2 Coo ei e2
Small modulus 2.765e+2 1.874e+0 3.786e-2 1.014e-2 7.964e-3
Large modulus 7.684e+3 4.736e+2 6.857e+l 1.205e+l 1.880e+l
Close to  real axis 2.765e+2 1.874e+0 3.786e-2 1.014e-2 7.964e-3
Far from real axis 7.684e+3 4.736e+2 6.857e+l 1.205e+l 1.880e+l
Far from imaginary axis 7.683e+3 4.736e+2 6.857e+l 1.205e+l 1.880e+l
Close to  imaginary axis 2.901e+2 1.715e+0 3.790e-2 8.537e-2 3.949e-2
Small residue 8.009e+3 4.736e+2 6.856e+l 1.209e+l 1.880e+l
Large residue 5 .3 7 7 e+ 0 3.643e-2 8.800e-3 6 .635e-4 1.110e-3

Table 4.6: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the CD system. The sizes of the original and reduced models are 120 and 40 respectively. 
The table suggests th a t the interpolation should be done over spectral zeros w ith large residue since 
the resulting reduced model in this case has the smallest errors uniformly in the suggested norms 
with respect to  those resulting from the other selections (see the highlighted).

S p ectra l Zero Selection ei e2 Coo ei c2
Small modulus 2.683e+8 l . l l l e + 3 3.179e-2 1.251e-l 5.851e-2
Large modulus 1.236e+9 1.001e+4 1.554e+0 4.041e+0 2.302e+0
Small residue 3.485e+8 4.964e+3 1.063e+0 2.591e+0 1.555e+0
Large residue 3 .3 3 8 e + 6 5 .2 5 6 e + 0 5.000e-5 2 .400e-4 1.000e-4

T able 4.7: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the symmetric spiral inductor as shown in Figure 4.2. The sizes of the original and reduced 
models are 500 and 10 respectively. The table suggests th a t the interpolation should be done over 
spectral zeros with large residue since the resulting reduced model in this case has the smallest errors 
uniformly in the suggested norms with respect to  those resulting from the other selections (see the 
highlighted).

It turns out as shown in Figure 4.9 that as the order of the reduced model S 

increases, the errors in the suggested norms resulting from interpolation at spectral 

zeros with large residue descend more consistently than those from interpolation at 

spectral zeros with small modulus. In addition, as the order of the reduced model 

S surpasses a certain threshold, the former errors get smaller than the latter which 

explains what happens in the cases of Si and £ 2- Thus, interpolation of spectral zeros 

with large residue should be considered to be the selection criterion. Figures 4.7 and 

4.8 illustrate how well Si and S 2  approximate S, respectively. Note that in these 

figures, Si and S 2 are constructed via interpolating the spectral zeros with large 

residue.
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A CD player

For the CD system of size 120, two reduced models Si and E2 of size 20 and 40 

are constructed. The errors in (4.1) and (4.2) of Si and E2 resulting from the eight 

different spectral zero selections are tabulated in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The 

frequency range (aq,a>2) for both cases is suggested by the sigma plot in MATLAB and 

chosen to be (0.1 : 1,000,000) rad/s. In this case, it is suggested from Tables 4.5 

and 4.6 that Si and S 2 should be constructed by interpolating S ’s spectral zeros 

with large residue because this interpolation results in smallest errors uniformly in 

the suggested norms. In addition, Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate how well Si and 

S 2 approximate S, respectively. In these figures, Si and S 2 are construced via inter

polating the spectral zeros with large residue. One thing that needs to be mentioned 

is that the CD player is not passive as given originally. To make it passive, the value 

of D  in the system’s realization has been increased (to 1,000).

A symmetric spiral inductor system

For the symmetric spiral inductor of size 500 as shown in Figure 4.2, a model E 

of size 10 is constructed. The errors in (4.1) and (4.2) of E resulting from four dif

ferent spectral zero selections are tabulated in Table 4.7. Note that as mentioned at 

the beginning of the subsection, only four different spectral zero selections are suit

able for this system. The frequency range (uq,a;2) again is suggested by the sigma 

plot in MATLAB and chosen to be (105 : 1012) rad/s. In this case, it is obvious from 

Table 4.7 that E should be constructed by interpolating E’s spectral zeros with large 

residue because this interpolation results in smallest errors uniformly in the suggested 

norms. In addition, Figure 4.12 illustrates how well E approximates E. Note that in
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this figure, S is constructed via interpolating the spectral zeros with large residue.

4.2 M odified Selection Criteria for Large-Scale Sys

tem s

In this section, a modification is made to the selection criteria so that they are suitable 

for iterative schemes of eigenvalue computation. Numerical demonstration follows to 

show that the modified selection criteria still result in good approximations during 

model reduction.

4.2.1 T w o-Stage R eduction

Recall from Section 3.3 that the proposed selection criterion is to select spectral zeros 

with large residue. The reason is that reduced models constructed from interpolation 

of the spectral zeros of this feature are good approximations to the originals. However, 

the spatial locations of these spectral zeros in the complex plane in general do not 

have any special feature uniformly such as all being close to the origin or all being 

close to the real axis or the like (see for instance Figure 4.10a). Therefore, in order to 

identify these spectral zeros, their residues must be computed. As shown in (3.11), 

(3.12), (3.13) for SISO systems and the corresponding formulae for MIMO systems 

in Section 3.3.1, for the computation of the residues of the spectral zeros, the spatial 

locations of all the spectral zeros of G(s) and those of all the eigenvalues of A  must 

be known in advance. For LTI systems whose sizes are on the order of millions, 

this knowledge is impractical to obtain. Even if this knowledge were available, the 

computation of the residues in turn would not be cheap to perform. As a result, the 

proposed selection criterion is not suitable for model reduction of large-scale systems.
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The selection criterion then needs to be modified in such a way that not only is 

it suitable for model reduction of large-scale systems but it also results in reduced 

models as good approximations to the originals. By investigating the numerical results 

tabulated in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, where the errors in different norms 

between the reduced and original models of the three systems (a circuit of two-coupled 

transmission lines, a compact disc system and a symmetric spiral circuit system) are 

presented, the following observation arises: Compared to the original systems, the 

reduced models resulting from interpolating spectral zeros with small modulus are 

the second best approximations to those resulting from interpolating spectral zeros 

with large residue amongst the six spatial selection choices (small modulus, large 

modulus, close to real axis, far from real axis, close to imaginary axis and far from 

imaginary axis).

Thus, the following two-stage model reduction scheme is proposed: Given a passive 

LTI system E of size n whose transfer function is G(s), an intermediate reduced model 

E of size m  (< n) whose transfer function is G(s) is constructed by interpolating 

spectral zeros with small modulus of G(s). Then a final reduced model E of size 

k (< m) whose transfer function is G(s) is constructed by interpolating spectral zeros 

with large residue of G(s). First, note that E and hence E are passive since they 

are constructed using the invariant subspace method of Sorensen [19], Second, this 

two-stage model reduction is suitable for large-scale systems for the following reasons:

• Large-scale systems are usually sparse, i.e. there are only a few non-zero entries 

per row of A  in E ’s state space realization (A, B, C, D). Hence, iterative meth

ods can be used to efficiently compute generalized eigenvalues and their corre

sponding generalized eigenspace of the generalized eigenvalue problem (A, £). 

Specifically, in this case, m  finite generalized eigenvalues with small modulus of
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(A ,£)  and their corresponding invariant generalized eigenspace are computed 

using an Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi Method (IRAM) of Sorensen [20]. Note 

that for large-scale systems whose order n is on the order of millions, m  usually 

is on the order of thousands.

• Once the intermediate model £  of order m  is constructed, direct methods which 

are used during model reduction for small-scale systems can be applied to con

struct a final reduced model S. This procedure is now applicable because 

computing residues of all spectral zeros of a system of order of thousands is 

reasonable and feasible to perform.

4.2.2 N um erical D em onstration

S p ectra l Zero Selection ei 62 Coo ei
Small modulus 1.346e+l 6.645e-l 1.131e-l 3.015e-l 1.345e-l
Large residue 9.663e+0 8.361e-l 1.515e-l 4.170e-l 1.887e-l
T w o-stage red u ction 1 .1 9 0 e + l 5 .2 2 5 e -l 9.790e-2 1 .9 0 4 e -l 9.018e-2

T able 4.8: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the circuit of two-coupled tranmission lines as shown in Figure 4.1. The sizes of the 
original and reduced models are 178 and 30 respectively. The table shows th a t the reduced model 
resulting from two-stage reduction is an as good approximation to  the original as those resulting 
from one-stage reduction by interpolating spectral zeros with small modulus or by interpolating 
spectral zeros with large residue.

S p ectra l Zero Selection ei e2 Coo ei e-i
Small modulus 7.232e+2 1.529e+l 1.554e+0 5.173e-l 4.527e-l
Large residue 2.926e+l 4.062e-l 7.157e-2 3.302e-2 2.844e-2
T w o-stage  reduction 2 .7 4 3 e+ 2 1 .8 3 9 e+ 0 3.860e-2 2 .746e-2 1.736e-2

T able 4.9: Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the CD system. The sizes of the original and reduced models are 120 and 20 respectively. 
The tabic shows th a t the reduced model resulting from two-stage reduction is an as good approx
imation to  the original as th a t resulting from one-stage reduction by interpolating spectral zeros 
with large residue.

The proposed two-stage scheme is applied to the three passive systems introduced 

in Section 4.1.1. In the following, in addition to graphical illustrations, the errors in
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S p e c tra l  Z ero  S e lec tio n ei e2 6qo ei e-2
Small modulus 2.683e+8 l . l l l e + 3 3.179e-2 1.251e-l 5.851e-2
Large residue 3.338e+6 5.256e+0 5.000e-5 2.400e-4 1.000e-4
T w o -s ta g e  re d u c tio n 1 .8 7 6 9 e+ 8 6 .2 7 3 e+ 2 1.322e-2 5.290e-2 2.396e-2

T ab le  4 .10 : Errors in different norms (as described in (4.1) and (4.2)) between reduced and original 
models of the  symmetric spiral inductor as shown in Figure 4.2. The sizes of the  original and reduced 
models are 500 and 10 respectively. The table shows th a t the reduced model resulting from two-stage 
reduction approximates the original relatively well in comparison to  those resulting from one-stage 
reduction by interpolating spectral zeros with small modulus or by interpolating spectral zeros with 
large residue.

the suggested norms (4.1) and (4.2) are computed and tabulated. Let G(s), G(s) and 

G(s) be the transfer functions of the original system E of order n, the intermediate 

reduced system E of order m  and the final reduced system E of order k. Note that for 

demonstrational purposes, the graphical illustrations and errors are presented for E, 

E, and their error system E — E, i.e., their frequency responses. (In practice, due to 

the large order of E, its frequency response and hence, the frequency response of the 

error system E—E are not available.) The results are presented system-wise as follows.

A circuit of two-coupled transmission lines

For the circuit of two-coupled transmission lines of size 178 as shown in Figure 4.1, an 

intermediate reduced model E of size 50 is constructed by interpolating the spectral 

zeros with small modulus of G(s) and then a final reduced model E of size 30 is con

structed by interpolating the spectral zeros with large residue of G(s). In Table 4.8, 

the errors in (4.1) and (4.2) of E are tabulated in addition with those in Table 4.3 of 

reduced models of size 30 resulting from one-stage reduction with interpolating spec

tral zeros with small modulus and with large residue. The frequency range (uq, 0 2̂ ) 

is suggested by the sigma plot in MATLAB and chosen to be (0.001 : 10,000) rad/s. 

The numerical results show that the reduced model resulting from the two-stage re
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duction scheme is as good an approximation to the original as those resulting from 

the one-stage reduction scheme by interpolating spectral zeros with small modulus 

or by interpolating spectral zeros with large residue. Finally, Figure 4.13 illustrates 

how well E approximates E.

A CD player

For the CD system of size 120, an intermediate reduced model E of size 40 is con

structed by interpolating the spectral zeros with small modulus of G(s) and then a 

final reduced model E of size 20 is constructed by interpolating the spectral zeros with 

large residue of G(s). In Table 4.9, the errors in (4.1) and (4.2) of E are tabulated 

in addition with those in Table 4.5 of reduced models of size 20 resulting from one- 

stage reduction with interpolating spectral zeros with small modulus and with large 

residue. The frequency range (u q ,^ ) is suggested by the sigma plot in MATLAB and 

chosen to be (0.1 : 1,000,000) rad/s. The numerical results show that the reduced 

model resulting from the two-stage reduction scheme is as good an approximation to 

the original as that resulting from the one-stage reduction scheme by interpolating 

spectral zeros with large residue. Finally, Figure 4.14 illustrates how well E approxi

mates E.

A symmetric spiral inductor system

For the symmetric spiral inductor system of size 500 as shown in Figure 4.2, an 

intermediate reduced model E of size 20 is constructed by interpolating the spectral 

zeros with small modulus of G(s) and then a final reduced model E of size 10 is con

structed by interpolating the spectral zeros with large residue of G(s). In Table 4.10,
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the errors in (4.1) and (4.2) of S are tabulated in addition with those in Table 4.7 of 

reduced models of size 10 resulting from one-stage reduction with interpolating spec

tral zeros with small modulus and with large residue. The frequency range (cji, ^ )  

is suggested by the sigma plot in MATLAB and chosen to be (105 : 1012) rad/s. The 

numerical results show that the reduced model resulting from the two-stage reduction 

scheme approximates the original relatively well in comparison to those resulting from 

the one-stage reduction scheme by interpolating spectral zeros with small modulus 

or by interpolating spectral zeros with large residue. Finally, Figure 4.15 illustrates 

how well S approximates S.
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F igure 4.9: Errors between full model £  of size 178 of a circuit of two-coupled transmission lines 
as shown in Figure 4.1 and reduced model £  of size k resulting from two different interpolation 
selections: at spectral zeros with small modulus and with large residue. Parts (a), (b), (c), (d) and 
(c) show ei, e2, e,n/ ,  ei and e2 respectively as shown in (4.1) and (4.2).
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Figure 4.10: Graphical illustration of reduced model S  of size 20 of a CD system E of size 120. 
P art (a) shows the locations of interpolated spectral zeros. The spectral zeros of E are black dots 
while those of E are red circles. These interpolated spectral zeros have large residue. P art (b) is a 
zoomed-in version of P art (a). Part (c) shows the frequency responses of E and E. P art (d) shows 
the frequency response of the error system E — E.
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F ig u re  4.11: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 40 of a CD system E of size 120. 
Part (a) shows the locations of interpolated spectral zeros. The spectral zeros of E are black dots 
while those of E are red circles. These interpolated spectral zeros have large residue. P art (b) is a 
zoomed-in version of P art (a). Part (c) shows the frequency responses of E and E. P art (d) shows 
the frequency response of the error system E — E.
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F ig u re  4.12: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 10 of a symmetric spiral inductor 
E of size 500 as shown in Figure 4.2. P art (a) shows the locations of interpolated spectral zeros. 
The spectral zeros of E are black dots while those of E are red circles. These interpolated spectral 
zeros have large residue. P art (b) is a zoomed-in version of P art (a). P art (c) shows the frequency 
responses of E and E. P art (d) shows the frequency response of the error system E — E.
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F ig u re  4.13: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 30 of a circuit of two-coupled 
transmission lines E of size 178 as shown in Figure 4.1. E is resulting from two-stage reduction: 
E resulting from reduction by interpolating 50 spectral zeros with small modulus of G(s)  and E 
resulting from reduction by interpolating 30 spectral zeros with large residue of G(s).  P art (a) 
shows the frequency responses of E and E. P art (b) shows the frequency response of the error 
system E — E.
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F ig u re  4.14: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 20 of a CD system E of size 120. 
E is resulting from two-stage reduction: E resulting from reduction by interpolating 40 spectral 
zeros with small modulus of G(s) and E resulting from reduction by interpolating 20 spectral zeros 
with large residue of G(s). Part (a) shows the frequency responses of E and E. P art (b) shows the 
frequency response of the error system E — E.
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F ig u re  4.15: Graphical illustration of reduced model E of size 10 of a symmetric spiral inductor 
system E of size 500 as shown in Figure 4.2. £  is resulting from two-stage reduction: E resulting 
from reduction by interpolating 20 spectral zeros with small modulus of G(s)  and £  resulting from 
reduction by interpolating 10 spectral zeros with large residue of G(s).  P art (a) shows the frequency 
responses of E and E. P art (b) shows the frequency response of the error system E — £.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Reduced models of passive systems constructed from reduction via spectral zero inter

polation are assured to be passive. However, different spectral zero selections result 

in different approximations many of which do not represent the original systems at 

all. This thesis proposes a selection criterion that, when satisfied, produces reduced 

models which approximate the originals well in a global sense (via error computa

tions). The criterion grows out of a well-known result in the theory of control and 

dynamical systems and is numerically supported as shown in this thesis. The pro

posed selection criterion states that reduced models approximate the originals well if 

the interpolation is done over spectral zeros with large residue.

The criterion applies well for small-scale systems of size on the order of thousands. 

However, for large-scale systems of size on the order of millions, the criterion is no 

longer applicable due to an expensive computation of the residues of the spectral 

zeros. A two-stage reduction is then proposed to remedy this issue. Given a large- 

scale passive system, an intermediate reduced model is constructed by interpolating 

spectral zeros with small modulus of the original system, and then a final reduced 

model results from interpolating spectral zeros with large residue of the intermediate
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model. This two-stage reduction comes from observing the numerical results that, 

compared to the originals, reduced models resulting from interpolating spectral zeros 

with small modulus appear the second best to those resulting from interpolating 

spectral zeros with large residue. This two-stage reduction algorithm is applicable for 

large-scale systems since iterative methods to solve sparse large-scale systems can be 

used during the first stage to construct intermediate models of size on the order of 

thousands. Once the intermediate models are available, the final reduced models can 

be constructed using direct methods.

One future research direction may be to modify the algorithm proposed in the 

two-stage reduction by mutually blending the two selection criteria (spectral zeros 

with small modulus and spectral zeros with large residue). Specifically, let n ,k ,p  and 

q be the order of the original system, the order of the reduced model and two positive 

integers, p is chosen such that the computation of the residues of all spectral zeros of a 

system of order p is feasible to perform, while q is to divide k, preferably. For instance, 

n =  1,000,000, k — 100, p =  1,000 and q = 10. Now, a subset of p spectral zeros 

with small modulus of the n spectral zeros of the original system can be computed 

using an iterative method (IRAM [20] for instance). Next, q spectral zeros with large 

residue of the p spectral zeros can be identified using a direct method. Then, these q 

spectral zeros are locked and the remaining p — q spectral zeros are purged. The entire 

procedure applies again to the n — q spectral zeros until the number of locked spectral 

zeros reaches k (These deflation techniques (locking and purging) are developed in 

Lehoucq [13] and Lehoucq and Sorensen [14] and improved in Sorensen [18]). Now, 

the reduced model of interest can be constructed via the invariant subspace of the k 

locked spectral zeros.

Another future research direction may be to incorporate spectral zero interpo

lation with possive real balancing. This approach has already been addressed in
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Sorensen [19]. However, the remaining issue here still involves criteria for spectral 

zero selection.
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A ppendix A

Spectral Zeros as Generalized

Eigenvalues

Let A  G Rnxn, B  G Rnxp, C G Rpxn, and D G RpXp be a state space realization 

of an LTI system E. Suppose that A  is full-rank. Let (A, v) be a finite generalized 

eigenpair of the following generalized eigenvalue problem Av = £vX, where A  =
(  , „  \  (j- \A B

_ a t  _ c t

C B T V \ 0

, and T> — D+DT. Thus, rank(A — \£ )  < 2n+p.

And also, det(A — \£ )  — 0. Consider the following matrix manipulation,

A £ - A  =

XI

XI

0

A

- A T

C B T 

\

B

—CT

V

X I - A  - B

XI + AT CT 

- C  - B T - V
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—C(XI — A)~l - B t (XI + A t )~1 I

X I - A  - B

XI + AT CT 

M /

(A.l)

where the last line is an LU factorization of X£ — A. Suppose further that A and —A 

are not eigenvalues of A  and AT, respectively. Now expanding the LU factorization 

back out and equating it with the line right above it give,

C(XI -  A)~1B -  B t (XI +  At )~1Ct + M  = - ( D  + DT).

Solving this for M  gives,

M  = ~(C(XI -  A)~lB  -  B t (XI + ATy 1CT + D + DT) 

= ~(G( A) +  GT{ - A)),

where G(s) is the transfer function of S. 

By (A.l), it follows that,

det(A£ — A) =  —det(AJ — A) det(AJ + AT) det(G(A) +  GT(—A)). (A.2)

Since det(AJ — A) ^  0 and det(A7 +  AT) ^  0, det(A£ — ^4) =  0 implies that 

det(G(A) +  Gt (—A)) =  0. Then A is a spectral zero of G(s) by definition.
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A ppendix B

Interpolatory R eduction

Let G(s) and G(s) be transfer functions of an LTI system II and its reduced model 

E, respectively, where E is constructed using the method of invariant subspaces of 

Sorensen [19]. The following shows that E interpolates E at the subset S  of spectral 

zeros whose invariant subspace is constructed during model reduction.

Recall from Section 3.1 that model reduction using the method of invariant sub

spaces results in the reduced generalized eigenvalue matrix system (3.4),

A

- A T

C B T

^ \ / A /  A
B X X

- C T Y = Y

V  ) w l ° y

R,

where A  6 Rkxk, B  G Rkxp, C G Mpxfc, V  =  D + D T G W xp, X  = V X  and Y  = W Y.

Let A be an element in S, which means that A is also an eigenvalue of R. Let 

q be the corresponding eigenvector of A. Now subtract from both sides of (3.4) the
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following,

X I

XI

\ 07

Y

\ Z J

Y XI

°7

to obtain the following matrix system,

1'A- XI  B  ^

-AT -  xi - c T 
b t  vc

w
Y = Y ( R  -  XI)

\ z ) l ° J
(B

From (B.l), it follows that

(.A -  XI)X + B Z  = X ( R  -  XI).

Multiplying both sides of the system by q from the right gives

[(A -  XI)X  +  BZ]q = X (R  -  XI)q = 0,

where (A, q) is an eigenpair of R. Suppose that A is not an eigenvalue of A. Then

( i  -  AI)Xq = —BZq

^ X q  = - ( A  -  XI)~lBZq  

=►CXq = - C ( A -  X i y 'B Z q . (B
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Similarly, with the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.1),

^ A B  ^

- A T - C T 

C B T V

M
Y = Y R

w l ° J
the same procedure produces the following system (with an assumption that A is not 

an eigenvalue of A ),

CXq = -C ( A  -  XI) BZq. (B.3)

Note that X  = V X  and C =  CV.  Thus, CXq  =  C V X q  =  CXq.  It follows from

(B.2) and (B.3) that 

C{A -  X I)-1 BZq  =  C{A -  X I)-1 BZq  

=> {C{A -  XI)-1 B + D)Zq =  (C(A -  X I)-1 B + D)Zq

=> G(X)Zq = G(X)Zq. (B.4)

Lemma B .l. If S is observable, then Zq is not a zero vector.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that Zq = 0. Recall that (q, X) is an eigenpair of R. 

Now, from the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.1), it follows that

A X  + B Z  = X R  

=> AXq + BZq  =  XRq

=> AXq — XRq, for Zq — 0 by assumption 

=► AXq = XqX,
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which means that (Xq, A) is an eigenpair of A.

Again since Zq =  0 by assumption, (B.3) implies that CXq  =  0. By Theorem 3.3 

in Zhou et al. [27], E is not observable which is a contradiction. Thus, the claim 

follows. □

Given that E is observable, then Zq is not a zero vector by Lemma B.l. Recall from 

Section 2.4 that E is said to interpolate E at A if G(A) =  G(A). Thus, (B.4) implies 

that E interpolates E tangentially at A. Since A is arbitrary in S, E interpolates E 

tangentially over S. In particular, if E is SISO, then Zq is a non-zero scalar. Dividing 

(B.4) through by Zq gives G'(A) =  G(A), which means that E interpolates E exactly 

at A.
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